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The NewJews. The newness seemed to have been a

by applying the tests of rationally based ethical systems .
Although Jews have not considered the " proof ' of
religious teaching to be a£ important as have many
Christian sects , apologists for Jewish ethics have recentl1•
strayed into the barren field of this de bate. An example
of this kind of argument appeared in Ann Geller and
David Weinberger ' s article , "A Philosophic Myth:
Religion and Ethics , " (Sh 'ma 101 1 96 .)

Sh 'ma and Lilith, the Jewish feminist magazine , are

The problem is not chatJudaism (or any other religion)
cannot be defended on purely rational terms ; the
problem is that religious conduct and rational ethics arc
unrelated , and neither benefits from comparison with
the other. Just as the quality of moral dialogue is
lowered by the blind appeal to religion, the value of
'1
religion is debased by its blind comparison to secular, . ,
I
rational ethics . Any attempt co equate religion and
ethics will lead to the obtuse self-righteousness and
intolerance chat has been demonstrated by the new
fundamentalist Moslem governments in the Middle
East , the " Moral Majority " in this country, and the
rightist Jewish extremists in Israel. Just as we demand
chat Christians in this country distinguish between the
religious demands of the church and the ethical
requirements to be imposed on the secular community,
it is time chat Jews distinguish between religious
conduct and rational ethics.

peculiar offshoot of the sixties , an offshoot that had no
essential difference from its sources . In fact , though the
Havurah movement did grow in some cities , they have
made little or no attempt to include outsiders . They
have become small, often elitist groups of
homogeneous communities concentrating primarily on
their moral righteousness.
practically the only places where non-traditional
viewpoints appear as valid options for Jewish
perspective .
Is the Stiff-necked People now Complacent ?
One year ago , I began working as General Trade editor
for the publishing arm of a liberal protestant
denomination , a place with a long history of concern for
social issues . They wanted to establish a book division
that consistently presented serious analyses of
contemporary issues , that told the story of life in an
America the general reading public rarely sees . Our first
list of books includes an anthology on Big Business with
Ralph Nader , a photo portfolio of coal miners and
cotton workers , a collection of interviews with death
row inmates , and a Yiddishist ' s anecdotes of life and
America . We are also publishing a compendium on
Homosexuality and Ethics with Jewish , Catholic , and
Protestant perspectives (including a piece from Sh 'ma) .
I've found it difficult to generate interest within the
Jewish community in these and other issues . It 's far
simpler within Protestant and Catholic circles . I could
not have had my job within any existingJewish
organization , that I know of. Though I have made
several efforts to co-publish various titles , these efforts
have failed . What does this mean ?
As Jews, we have to find a way to perpetuate our
tradition , as well as to grow . Our vision has become
seriously impeded . Our survival has become a narrowly
defined one , linking all of our concerns with the rights
and wrongs of Israel. What of our own rights , and our
own wrongs? How can we provide for ourselves , without
losing sight of the justice of ocher needs that arc
different from our own ? We have become a nation of
spoiled middle aged men , focused on our very narrow
wants , holding on co those wants with a tenacity that
might in the end destroy our larger being .

Delimiting religion and ethics

Robert L. Schwartz
Defenders of religious dogma have sought to justify
adherence to religion (and specific religions and cults)
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Faith Allows but One Choice
Before sorting out the spheres of religious conduct and
rational ethics , it is necessary to understand the
philosophers ' objection to traditional religious ethical
discussion . The primary objection is not that religious
ethical discussion is anti-logical , or even illogical , but
rather that it incorporates some premises that the
secular philosopher finds undefended and
unjustifiable . The principles chat emerge from purely
rational discussions of particular issues may be the same
as those that come out of religious debate . However , as
long as the religious participants arc entitled to appeal
to presumptions unavailable to their secular
counterparts - - whether the presumptions emanate
from the Bib le or some other source - - the debates can
hardly be considered to be a part of the same endeavor.
Philosophers may complain that religious believers arc
' ' moral children ' ' who merely believe what they arc
told . There is no reason this should concern believers
unless it is wrong to adhere to a code of conduct based
on logically indefensible (or, at least , undefended)
principles . In any case , two reasons have been proffered
for not trcatingJewish religious believers as moral
infants. First , it is argued. Jews are called upon to make
ethical choices . Jews arc permitted to choose Torah ;
they arc not commanded to accept it . This argument is

significant because it implies that Jews must apply
t
• essential logic to make such a choice. The choice is
nt1.l hardly a free one, though, for the Jew is told precisely
•1 which choice is the morally correct one: ''I have put
1pl
d'! before you the blessing and the curse, life and death,
choose life.'' It is as difficult to imagine the rabbis
discussing whether a decision not to choose Torah
would be correct as it would be to imagine a group of
in)1' Catholic priests discussing whether a decision not to
,, accept Jesus would be a morally proper one; the
arr! definition of the religion permits of only one answer,
~ : and there is no real choice to be made.
Ills.

!

. To Be a GoodJew and a Good Person
1

Even ifJews are required to accept God's manifest,
1~ though, it is argued that this process of moral decision
1 \, making is not any different from that which a secular
, moral philosopher would employ. After all, Jews accept
, God's pronouncements because they are morally right,
1
not just because they are uttered by God. This
I I argument seems to suggest that God need not always be
1c; 1 right, but that there is a presumption that God is right
in most instances. But what is the nature of this
q. presumption? Is it rebuttable, and, if so, how does a
monal go about rebutting God? If a panicular
pronouncement is rebutted through the use of logic,
what is a moral being to do? Must he be a good person
at the expense of being a good Jew, or a good Jew at the
~, expense of being a good person? Perhaps, it is
suggested, this problem can be avoided by
1
I 1 "interpreting" God's words . This does not allow us out
s1 4 of the dilemma, though, unless the "interpretation" is
1 ! always done to twist the religious pronouncements so
r ; that they are consistent with our rational ethical
conclusions. Another suggestion -- that we treat the
r I ; inconsistencies as a pan of the' 'sublime mysteries of
11 . Judaism" -- is equally unsatisfying to one who is
»\ attempting to be both a goodJew and a good person.
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Perhaps, it is argued, it is logic itself which leads us to
piety and a dependence on God's moral judgments.
Logic may tell us that God thinks more dearly than we
do, that God has better reasoning capabilities than we
do, that God acts righteously, and that God holds
himself accountable to the highest standards of ethical
purity.Just how logic , unfettered by religious dogma,
would lead us to this anthropomorphized vision of God
is unclear. In any case, we normally consider it
inappropriate for any person to transfer moral
decision-making authority to another. We must each
bear the responsibility of making our own ethical
decisions. Of course, to the extent that we have found
religion informative in ethical analysis before, we might
look to it again. However, that is a far different matter

1

than surrendering moral authority altogether; the
dictates of logic require that any information, religious
or not, be critically evaluated before it is accepted.

Logic Cannot Prove Religious Ethics
Religious belief and rational ethics are simply different
subjects which have little to do with one another.
Religious values are not broader than secular values
because they deal with a broader subject matter and
'' set up an entire world.'' Some find in secular
philosophers a world view that is as sustaining as
anything religion can provide. To some a secular ethical
determination not to eat meat is a pan of a larger
scheme of non-religious ethical constraints, just as to
some the observance of kashruth is more than an empty
act hallowed by tradition.
Finally, it is suggested that secular philosophers are
wrong in seeking only universal rules and not
recognizing distinctions between discrete groups of
people, especially the distinctions between Jews and
others. Logic requires that different rules be applied to
different people if there is a rational basis for
distinguishing among them. It is in this notion that the
real value ofJudaism lies. As Jews, we have our own
history, our own culture, and our own traditions. As a
consequence, we may require more of ourselves than we
do of others, and we may even hold ourselves to
different ethical standards than we would impose on
the rest of the community. There is no need to
apologize for this, and no need to justify it in terms of
secular ethics. Religious belief is neither more nor less
than logical ethics. It is different. Unlike rational
ethics, it provided us with a history , traditions, and a
culture. It provides us with an identity and a self respect
that are outside the functions of a system of ethics. Its
theology may even help inform our judgment of moral
issues. Just because it is so imponant to us and so
fundamental to our lives, though , we should not
presume that it also provides a rational ethical system.
It does not . We should not feel obliged to justify it in
the same way we would justify a rational ethical system
because we cannot.

... but others say about Israel. ..
Israel Must Act Soon
In Sh 'ma 11 / 204 two anicles presenting conflicting
views on Palestinian self-determination were published.
Nonetheless, neither Mr. Jacoby nor Mr. Cohen hit
upon what I feel to be the crux of the issue as it stands
today.
Mr. Cohen's article was a perfect example of the

rhetoric in which I was instructed on combatting Arab
(read Palestinian) propaganda. He changed the focus of
his article from a direct response to Mr. Jacoby to a plea
for the legitimate right of the state of Israel to exist.
However, his disparagement of the Palestinian
movement as being 15 years old is clearly erroneous.
Ben-Gurion, himself, recognized the beginnings of this
Palestinian nationalism in the 20's. He also realized
that some amicable solution needed to be reached.
However, the movement did not really gain force until
recent ttmes.
I agree with Mr.Jacoby 's analysis of the real causes of
this Palestinian unity-Israel. This is a simple example of
the basic Machiavellian idea of the ''we--they'' conflict
resulting in unity. Nonetheless, I do not feel that Mr.
Jacoby doubts the legitimacy of Israel's right to exist nor
is he calling for its destruction. His is a view of an ex
post facto justification for pragmatics. To me, it really
does not matter if the Palestinians had had numerous
World Palestinian Congresses_since 1897. The problem,
as Mr. Jacoby points out, is that the Palestinians are an
issue that is here to stay.
Thus, bearing this in mind, I feel that Israel needs to
formulate a policy designed to settle this
problem-possibly unilaterally. As witnessed during this
past year~-half of which I spent in Israel--world opinion
is decidedly against Israel: and I am afraid that
sometime in the foreseeable future a settlement might
be imposed. Therefore, it is ir. Israel's best interest to
solve this ''thorn in her side.'' Personally, I support
Averini 's proposal to, practically, create a Palestinian
state; thereby, forcing Jordan into the peace process.
This is not an issue that can be ignored and a solution
must be found, soon.
Marc Mayerson
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Is Fighting Terrorism "Un)ewish?"
Judea Miller ("How Normal Should a Jewish State
Be?", ll / 204) calls the bombings of the pro-P.1.0.
Arab mayors ofRamallah and Shchem ''unJewish''.
But then surely the Mossad, which frequently
assassinates P. L. 0. officials in Europe, is likewise
"unJewish". Same for that terribly "unJewish" army,
the Israel Defense Forces, which has the gall to kill
P.L.O. terrorists in southern Lebanon rather than
permit them to slaughterJewish women and children.
Miller says that the bombings of the Arab mayors may
be attributed to the fact that "the mayors had been
acting obnoxiously in the view of someJews who were
in the more zealous movement'-." Now. really: is
62

''obnoxious'' the proper adjective for Ramallah Mayor 1
Karim Khalaf, who, upon his election in 1976, declaredi;
that ''theJews are the enemies of humanity''; and who
more recently told a Beirut newspaper that he hoped
the P.1.0. would "liberate" not onlyJudea and
Samaria, but Acre and Jaffa as well. .. ? Can we seriously
use a word like "obnoxious" to describe Shchem Mayor·
Bassam Shaka, an outspoken supporter of P .L. 0.
terrorism whom Israeli military authorities consider to
be the P .LO. 's number one man in the territories ... ?
How quickly we forget that Sh aka was almost expelled :,.:
by the Israeli Government in 1979 for defending the
P.1.0. 's Tel Aviv Highway Massacre of thirty-four
Jewish civilians.

One need not be a member of a '' zealous movement'' ' ,
to understand that it is not at all "unJewish" for Israelii~
to strike back at Arab terrorists and their supporters. ,:

I

Rafael Medoff
Hartsdale, New York

... but others say about the French ...
The Friendliest Police State in Europe
Ms. Hyman's piece on French Anti-Semitism (Sh'ma
11 / 202) made me angry. From the first paragraph, it
was clear that her ' 'historian's approach'• ignored
reality. Why did she profess surprise that the Holocaust
did nothing to wipe out anti-Semitism in Europe, let
alone France? Did anyone really expect any moral
awakening from collaborationist France?
Although Napoleon may have liberated the Jews of
Europe, the position of the FrenchJews was like the
Jews of modern-day Iran: while the Shah was around to
protect them, they were safe; once he was gone, they
suffered. While the PLO has yet to take over the Israeli
Embassy in France, Napoleonic enlightenment still has
not reached much of the French population.
The "European" French Jews attempted to assimilate
with their gentile countrymen, but, as the Barre quote
showed, this would never be allowed. TheJewish
institutions took a conciliatory, compromising position,
until our co-religionists from North Africa arrived in
greater numbers, and let it be known that they were not
going to be made refugees again. It seems to be
indicative of the failure of the French Jewish
establishment that it can do nothing until prodded into
action (or even supplanted) by newcomers.
Hyman's reliance on France's "democratic"
institutions emphasizes form over substance, or perhaps
it is fantasy over reality. While there may be elected

I
I

or

1

rr~ representatives to the government, France still

ho

maintains the distinction of being the' 'friendliest
police state in Europe.'' Personal freedom is monitored
by the police to an.extent unknown in the United
~It States. The press has recently noted that a significant
·Y'- percent:1:ge of the French police are involved with the
fascist political organizations, yet Hyman ignored this.
o ' These police can hardly be expected to safeguard the
? civil libenies of French Jews.

I
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Finally, Hyman commits a funher indignity by
attempting to explain-away France's Mid-East policy.
One should not be surprised by French ovenures to the
PLO, given the French tendency to abandon principle
when their perceived self-interest is at stake. But, to
dissociate France's Middle East policy from its domestic
anti-Semitism is to give the French credit where none is
due.

Maybe the difference between Ms. Hyman's views and
my own are tactical: I prefer the open, aggressive stance
of the French '' Sephardim'' to the quiet, apologetic,
passivity of the establishment. I fear, however, that the
difference is more fundamental. I am willing to identify
French hypocrisy for what it is, and not look for nuances
· / of rationale that don't exist.

As Jews, we may nominally be citizens of different
countries, but we are pan of one community. It is our
51 ,
duty to stand up for our rights at home, in Russia, in
France, in Israel, and elsewhere. This is the only way to
1·\ assure, in Ms. Hyman's words, the "moral and political
i I claim ... ofJews everywhere to security.''

that Jews, more than any other group , have benefitted
from affirmative action. I note that the percentage of
blacks in medical school has been steadily decreasing
since the mid-70' s, while that of women has been
steadily increasing. A disproponionate percentage of
these women physicians-to-be may well be Jewish .
Their attacks on affirmative action dull Jewish
awareness of the deterioration of the independent
middle class and the overwhelming impact of this
general trend on the Jewish community. Have not the
failures of the American economy and the
concentration of capital, as opposed to affirmative
action, causedJewish downward mobility?
Their attacks on affirmative action generate unnecessary
divisions along racial and ethnic lines. ForJews, blacks
can be held responsible for declining opponunities. For
blacks.Jews are accountable for the end of a brief
period of narrowing economic gaps between the races.
Fostering divisions such as these does not seem wise in
general, but panicularly in a period when KKK type
groups are growing and attacking both communities.
Enough of these attacks on affirmative action. I , for
one, am tired of those who for nearly a decade have
bandied about allegations ofJewish disadvantage,
never proving them, and in the process seriously
undermining Jewish-black relations . Finally, I hope
that in the post-Greensboro, Nonh Carolina era, when
every aJly will count, that their folly will not be fatal.
Richard Platkin
Los Angeles, California

, 1 Theodore L. Banks

' Highland Park, Illinois

10 •

... but others say about quotas ...

~, Ceasefire on Affirmative Action
After nearly a decade of assenion, the assembled Jewish
aides of affirmative action would begin to make a case
if they could marshal the following data. It could prove
their hoary contention that affirmative action has
~• disadvantaged Jews and advantaged racial minorities:

1. Evidence that affirmative action -- as opposed to
economic contractions in the small business and
professional sectors -- has cost young Jews degrees, jobs,
and promotions.
2. Evidence that affirmative action -- as opposed to
structural changes in the economy, such as the
expansion of government -- has improved the life
chances of racial minorities in the United States.
My own speculation is that such a study would reveal

.'..

. .. but others say about mikveh ...
Be Fruitful and Multiply
I believe that the laws of Taharat h"umishpacha have a
sociological and biological basis, as do many of the
precepts of the Torah. The halacha is based on the
needs of society where life expectancy was shon, infant
monality was high. In order for the families and tribes
oflsrael to grow, a high binh rate was essential. To
fulfill the prophecy of being as numerous as the stars of
the heavens and the sands of the sea, each family had to
fulfill the prime commandment of being fruitful and
multiplying. By mandating that a couple have no
sexual relations for seven days after the onset of
menstruation, the laws ensure that intercourse take
place in the middle of the menstrual cycle. when
ovulation is at its peak and the chances of conception
are at their highest. The man who has abstained from
sexual activity during that time will have a high sperm
count, also increasing the probability of fenilizing the
ova .

Today, whenJews all over the world have a very low
birth rate, the issue of Taharat Hamishpacha is again an
imponant sociological problem. Whether a couple
adheres to the mitzvot of niddah is a personal and
private decision. The real questions raised are the
problems of family planning, birth control, adoption
policies, abonion, in order to ensure the growth of all
the families of Israel today.
Dorothy Bamberger
Patchogue, New York

...but others say about community ...
We are a family of 4, my wife and I in our mid-30's and
2 children, in southeast Ohio near a state university,
trying to start a small moshav-like community with
private homesites and a commons area for various
cottage industries.
We envision a lifestyle of increased self-reliance,
cooperative endeavor, shared learning, and
participatory democracy, with access to towns and
outside opponunities.
We ask people interested in such aJewish community
to please write us.

camp, will consider the entire pseudo-theological
debate about forgiveness for the Holocaust ridiculous,
euphemistic, and foremost an obfuscation of the real
crime. What were the facts of the case? A group of
incited fanatics, only nominally Christians, drove a
helpless and defenseless minority, whose 'riches' they
hoped to 'inherit' to a crud death, justified by the
Weltanschauung of their Fuhrer. That the rest of the
Christian world stood by, not exactly innocently, is a
chapter in itself. The crime was perpetrated after they
had disgracefully destroyed every trace of man's
dignity. No theology can defend or even explain such
horrors, and the arguments pro and contra
''forgiveness'• merely becloud the evidence: they are,
to quote here a thinking anti-theologian ''senseless
statements.'' {Bertrand Russell).
Eric Werner,
New York, New York

Last Chance!
Please send your barrel of monkeys to Sh 'ma by
February 21, 1981. We're at Box 567, Pon
Washington, New York 11050.

Bruce and Pnina Sabel, Rt. 1, Box 90, Amesville Ohio
45711.

... but others say about forgiveness

JEFFREY DEKRO works with the Jewish Energy ProjeDII
in Philadelphia.

A Response to Hauerwas ( Shma, 10 / 198)

ESTHER COHEN works as an editorfor The Pilgrim
Press in New York.

Who has ever witnessed the degradation of man, which
normally preceded his cruel murder in a concentration

ROBERT L. SCHWARTZ is a member ofthe law
faculty ofthe University ofNew Mexico.
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